
 
 

High School Students Do the Math for National Park Service 
 

Future of NPS takes center stage as major math competition gets underway in NYC 
 
New York, NY – The U.S. National Park Service (NPS) is getting advice from an unlikely 
source: High school students. They may be in 11th and 12th grade, but they're some of the 
brightest young minds in the country and the NPS has an open ear to their recommended 
strategies for the agency’s future growth. 
 
It’s all part of a major national math competition, called the Moody’s Mega Math (M3) Challenge, 
which this year drew the participation of 5,100 students nationwide. Media are invited to attend 
the following event to hear the finalists’ suggestions first hand: 
 
WHAT:  Moody’s Mega Math Challenge Finals 
 
WHEN: Monday, April 24, 2017 
 
TIME:  9:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. Finalist presentations 
  2:30 p.m. News Conference announcing the M3 Challenge winners  
 
WHERE: 7 World Trade Center at 250 Greenwich Street 
 
A representative from the NPS will be on site to hear the students’ recommended plans for the 
agency’s future growth and sustainability in spite of global change factors expected to affect 
both resources and visits at its 417 national sites country wide. 
 
"The National Park Service is privileged to work with the high school mathematicians in Moody's 
Mega Math Challenge,” said Dr. Rebecca Beavers, Coastal Geology and Adaptation 
Coordinator at the NPS. “These bright young minds hold the keys to innovative solutions for 
many environmental concerns, including climate change." 
 
Organized by Philadelphia-based Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM) and 
sponsored by The Moody’s Foundation, the M3 Challenge – now in its 12th year – spotlights 
applied mathematics as a powerful problem-solving tool and motivates students to consider 
further education and careers in math and science. Approximately 90 scholarship prizes totaling 
$150,000 are up for grabs, including a top award of $20,000 for the champion team. 
 
From 1,100 participating teams, six finalist teams – from Alpharetta, GA, Durham, NC, 
Lincolnshire, IL, Lincroft, NJ, Silver Spring, MD and Westford, MA – were selected by a national 
panel of judges.  

#### 

 

Media information and to RSVP: 
 
Gail Bergman or Elizabeth Glassen 
Gail Bergman PR 
Tel: 1-877-986-1340 
Email: info@gailbergmanpr.com 

mailto:info@gailbergmanpr.com


 
For Immediate Release 

 
National Survey of America's Top Math Students  
Provides Glimpse into Their Academic Success  

 
Learning from students’ practices may help improve country's educational scores on global 

scale, says Moody's Analytics Economist 
 

 
New York, NY, April 4, 2017 – Do the math. Revealing the academic habits of some of the 
country’s top math students plus sharing the findings may equal improved overall scholastic 
scores for American youth. 
 
That's the thinking of Philadelphia-based Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM) 
in unveiling the results of a national survey that queried 1,680 11th and 12th grade students, 
comprising some of America’s brightest young math minds, to get a glimpse into the motivation 
and practices behind their academic success.  
 
Survey results 
 
According to the survey, sponsored by The Moody’s Foundation, the majority of students 
queried (84 percent) do their homework in a room by themselves. Almost half of the students 
(47 percent) spend more than 11 hours a week doing homework, while 29 percent spend 6-10 
hours. 
 
After school, 78 percent of the students participate in extracurricular activities such as clubs and 
student government, while 55 percent are involved in volunteer activities. Nearly half (47 
percent) eat healthy foods most of the time, while 24 percent prefer healthy foods but frequently 
eat fast food or junk food. 

The students queried for the survey are all participants of the Moody’s Mega Math (M3) 
Challenge, a prestigious national math competition that involves high school juniors and seniors 
committing a 14-hour weekend day to use mathematical modeling to recommend solutions for 
real-world problems. Now in its 12th year, the M3 Challenge spotlights applied mathematics as a 
powerful problem-solving tool and a viable, exciting profession, awarding $150,000 in 
scholarship prizes. From a pool of 5,100 students, working in 1,100 teams, six teams were 
judged to be superior by a national panel of professional mathematicians. Those six finalist 
teams – from Alpharetta, GA, Durham, NC, Lincolnshire, IL, Lincroft, NJ, Silver Spring, MD and 
Westford, MA – will participate in the final event at Moody’s headquarters on April 24.  
 
Other findings of the survey showed that when it comes to interest in math, 51 percent of 
respondents said they are naturally interested, while 25 percent cited a good teacher sparked 
their interest, and 11 percent said the prospect of a better college and career path is what 
motivates them. 
 
When grappling with a math problem, almost a third said they keep at it until they come up with 
an answer, with the balance reaching out to a teacher, the internet or a friend. When learning 
math, 64 percent of respondents said understanding the underlying concepts behind the 
formulas works best for them, while 23 percent cited practice at solving math problems to be 
most effective.  
 
International study 
 



The survey follows the December 2016 unveiling of results of an international math quiz by 
Paris-based Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) that showed 
U.S. high school students lag behind their global peers in math, ranking 40th in math out of 72 
countries last year. The U.S. score was down 17 points from 2009 and 20 points below the 
average of others taking the quiz, which saw Singapore come out on top, followed by Japan, 
Estonia, Finland and Canada. 
 
According to the OECD report, only six percent of the 15-year-old U.S. students who took the 
international math test had scores in the highest proficiency range, while 29 percent did not 
meet baseline proficiency. 
 
Moody’s comments 
 
“The SIAM survey is an important step in identifying what makes those who are passionate 
about math succeed so that we can transfer that insight to American educators and parents, 
and enable students who struggle with STEM and other subjects to learn from it,” said Mark 
Zandi, chief economist of Moody’s Analytics, a subsidiary of Moody’s Corporation.  
 
“In today’s knowledge-based economy, it’s critical that we provide the next generation of 
Americans with the tools they need to ensure their skills are competitive and innovative,” Zandi 
said. “A good starting place is working to boost our country’s academic rankings, particularly in 
math and science, which research shows open doors to a rising number of job opportunities – 
from economics and computers to engineering and healthcare.” 
 
Based on the results of the SIAM study, Zandi suggested that increased efforts be made to 
promote a natural interest in math among American youth. “Investing in a national math 
competition that opens students’ eyes to the possibilities of using math to solve real-world 
issues is one effective way,” he said.  
 
“Another important approach is for parents and educators to plant the seeds of interest in 
children at a young age,” he explained, pointing to numbers-related board games, puzzles such 
as Sudoku, brain teasers, online programs and gaming sites, and analyzing sports scores or 
retail discounting as a good place to start. “The message needs to be that math not only gets 
you places, but is used every day and can be a lot of fun too.” 
 

#### 
 
*See infographic of survey results. 

 
Media information or to set up interviews: 
 
Gail Bergman or Elizabeth Glassen 
Gail Bergman PR 
Tel: 1-877-986-1340 
Email: info@gailbergmanpr.com 
 
 

mailto:info@gailbergmanpr.com


Media Tour Advisory 
 

What Can America Gain from Studying Academic Habits of Country’s Top Math 
Students? 

 
Moody’s Analytics economist to provide insight on results of national study of young math 

enthusiasts 
 

 
WHAT: Media Tour – Academic Habits of America’s Top Math Students Unveiled 

 
WHEN: April 14-21, 2017 – selected dates 
 
WHO:  Mark Zandi, chief economist of Moody’s Analytics, a subsidiary of Moody’s 

Corporation 
 

R.S.V.P.:  Gail Bergman or Elizabeth Glassen – Gail Bergman PR 
  info@gailbergmanpr.com or 1-877-986-1340 

 
 
A national survey conducted by the Philadelphia-based Society for Industrial and Applied 
Mathematics and sponsored by The Moody's Corporation, queried 1,680 11th and 12th grade 
students, comprising some of America’s brightest young math minds, to get a glimpse into the 
motivation and practices behind their academic success. Topics explored include hours and 
location spent doing homework, sleep and eating habits, extracurricular activities, preferred 
learning methods and reasons behind the students’ interest in math. 
 
The students queried for the survey are all participants of the Moody’s Mega Math (M3) 
Challenge, a prestigious national math competition that involves high school juniors and seniors 
using mathematical modeling to recommend solutions for real-world problems. From a pool of 
5,100 students working in 1,100 teams, the six finalist teams – judged to be superior by a 
national panel of professional mathematicians – will participate in the final event at Moody’s 
headquarters on April 24.  
 
“The SIAM survey is an important step in identifying what makes those who are passionate about math 
succeed so that we can transfer that insight to American educators and parents, and enable 
students who struggle with STEM and other subjects to learn from it,” Zandi said. 
 
In interviews, Zandi will discuss why boosting America’s academic rankings on a global scale, 
particularly in math and science, is critical for the future economic health of the country. He will 
also share suggestions on how parents can promote interest and motivation in math and STEM 
subjects well before the next generation joins the workforce. 
 

#### 
 
Media interviews will be set up on a first-come, first-served basis.  
 
For more information and to schedule an interview: 
 
Gail Bergman or Elizabeth Glassen 
Gail Bergman PR 
Tel: 1-877-986-1340 
Email: info@gailbergmanpr.com 

mailto:info@gailbergmanpr.com


 
 

For Immediate Release 
 

Illinois Students Named Champions in Unique National Competition that 
Demonstrates Importance of Math in Real Life  

 
 
Lincolnshire, IL – April 24, 2017 – Participation in a prestigious national math competition has 

added up to a first-place finish for five local high school students. The group of 11th-graders 

from Adlai E. Stevenson High School took home the top prize of $20,000 in college scholarships 

in Moody’s Mega Math (M3) Challenge. 
 
Albert Cao, Andrew Hwang, Deepak Moparthi, Joshua Yoon and Haoyang Yu were among 

5,100 students – working in 1,100 teams –participating in the Challenge, which involved using 

mathematical modeling to recommend solutions for the future growth and sustainability of the 

U.S. National Park Service (NPS). A total of $150,000 was up for grabs, divided among the 

finalist teams and top performers nationally. 

 

The Lincolnshire students were found by a judging panel of more than 220 professional 

mathematicians to have come up with the overall best mathematical solution that addresses 

how the NPS can flourish in spite of global change factors expected to affect resources and 

visits at its 417 national sites country-wide. The students presented their findings at Moody’s 

Corporation headquarters on Monday in the pinnacle contest event along with five other finalist 

teams. 

 

Organized by the Philadelphia-based Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics  

(SIAM) and sponsored by The Moody’s Foundation, M3 Challenge is designed to spotlight the 

relevancy and power of mathematics in solving real-world issues, as well as motivate students 

to consider further education and careers in math and science. Participants were given 14 

consecutive hours during the last weekend of February to study the issue in question, collect 

data and devise models before uploading their solutions online. 

 

“All of us were pretty new to math modeling so were really excited to get this opportunity to work 

together and collaborate for 14 hours,” said Joshua Yoon from the champion team, which was 

coached by Paul Kim, a mathematics teacher at Adlai E. Stevenson High School. “It was just 

great working with this group of friends. We had so much fun and we are very honored and 

thankful for this.”  

 



"It's exciting to see the breadth of creative ideas that come out of these teams applying their 

math modeling skills to the very types of management challenges we in the National Park 

Service are working on,” said Amanda Babson, Coastal Climate Adaptation Coordinator for the 

Northeast Region of the National Park Service, who was an honorary judge and luncheon 

speaker at the final event. “These students have a thoughtful understanding of the challenges of 

preserving park resources from sea level rise and climate change. I am truly inspired by this 

future generation." 

 

First runners-up in the competition are Nihar Sheth, Harshal Sheth, Kartik Singh and Adithya 

Vellal from Westford Academy in Westford, MA, who split a $15,000 scholarship prize. Third 

place winners are Daniel Bodea, Jamie Wang, Anshul Tusnial, Akhil Vaidya and Alex Hammond 

of Johns Creek High School in Alpharetta, GA, who shared $10,000 in scholarship funds. 

Finalist teams from North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics in Durham, NC; High 

Technology High School in Lincroft, NJ; and Montgomery Blair High School in Silver Spring, 

MD, received team scholarship prizes of $5,000 each. (See link below for a full list of winners). 

 

“We pose big messy problems about real issues that students may not know much about and 

that require them to make sense of it all by quantifying and organizing data, using skills they 

learned in math class – with the goal of solving something they never related to math before,” 

said Michelle Montgomery, M3 Challenge Project Director at SIAM. “If students participate in this 

contest, see its value, get excited about what is possible when they have math skills, and realize 

the type of cool work and impact they might be able to have in their communities and even the 

larger world, then we have succeeded in our mission.” 

 

In addition to Babson, members of the final judging panel included professional mathematicians 

Karen Bliss (Virginia Military Institute), Kelly Black (University of Georgia, Athens), Dan Connors 

(IBM) and Honorary Judge Christopher Bergman, Associate Analyst, Moody’s Investor Services.  

Bergman himself was a M3 Challenge finalist in 2009 and stood before a judge panel much like 

the one he was part of this year. 

 

Prior to Monday’s judging round, the more than 1,100 student submissions were assessed by 

228 judges from across the country, who then narrowed down the entries to six finalists, six 

semi-finalists and 78 honorable mentions. In total, about eight percent of entrants were 

distinguished with scholarship prizes. 

 

For more information about the Moody’s Mega Math (M3) Challenge, 

visit m3challenge.siam.org.   

 

http://m3challenge.siam.org/


To access the challenge problem, visit https://m3challenge.siam.org/practice-problems/2017-

challenge-problem-sea-shining-sea-looking-ahead-national-park-service 

 

  

View the 2017 winning solutions and full list of winning teams 

here: https://m3challenge.siam.org/archives/2017/winning-solutions 

 

View video highlights of the final event here: https://youtu.be/wQFa3Tg1fmQ  
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PHOTO CAPTION: 
First place Moody’s Mega Math Challenge winners (from the left): Deepak Moparthi, Andrew 
Hwang, Joshua Yoon, Albert Cao and Haoyang Yu with team coach Paul Kim (far right).  
 
 
Media information or to set up interviews: 
 
Gail Bergman or Elizabeth Glassen 
Gail Bergman PR 
Tel: 1-877-986-1340 
Email: info@gailbergmanpr.com 
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